Data Protection Information for participants in the ER 2020 Online Conference at TU Wien

Protecting and securing data are important matters at TU Wien. Personal data are processed in strict compliance with the principles and requirements laid down in GDPR\(^1\) and DSG\(^2\). TU Wien only processes those data required for the purposes intended and at all times endeavours to ensure the security and accuracy of the data.

**Controller:**
Rectorate of TU Wien
Karlsplatz 13
1040 Vienna

**Data protection officer:**
Mag. Christina Thirsfeld
Technische Universität Wien
Karlsplatz 13/018,
1040 Vienna
datenschutz@tuwien.ac.at

The following data are processed:

- Surname, name
- Employer / Company
- Contact data (email address)
- Paper title (if applicable)
- Method of payment (if applicable)

The data will be obtained from you directly.

**Legal Basis for processing data:**
Such use of personal data is based on Article 6 par 1 (b) (execution of a contract) and Article 6 par 1 (e) (performance of a task in the public interest) of GDPR in conjunction with § 3 of the Universities Act 2002 and in a few cases due to consent according to Article 6 par 1 (a) of GDPR.

**Categories of recipients of personal data:**
Your personal data will be collected directly from you because the organisational procedure requires this

- from the registration tool used, EasyChair (submissions) and
- the registration platform of OCG, and
- Eventbrite (registrations);

---

\(^1\) General Data Protection Regulation
\(^2\) Data Protection Act
or rather will be forwarded

- for advertising the event on the internet, in newsletters and/or on posters (only the name, institution and photo);
- to other workshop participants (only the name and institution).

Purpose of data processing:
We will collect your data to conduct the International Conference on Conceptual Modelling (ER). ER is the leading international forum for presenting and discussing current research and practice on conceptual modelling.

Advertising the event with personal data:
Personal data (name, employer, photo) of selected persons, such as keynote speakers, authors of scientific papers, speakers, reviewers, chairs, program committee chairs, may be published for purposes of advertising the online conference.

Data processing for purposes of management and/or transmission of contact data to other participants
For purposes of the conference (e.g. exchanges within the scientific community) contact data (name and institution) may be transmitted to or processed in documents only accessible to the participants.

Duration of data storage:
We store your data for management of the online conference and for any successor event and beyond that as long as the statutory retention periods apply or as long as legal claims may be asserted against TU Wien or for as long as consent was given.

As the data subject affected by the processing of these data, you have the following rights vis-à-vis TU Wien:
- the right to information;
- the right to rectification;
- the right to erasure;
- the right to restriction of processing of your data;
- the right to data portability;
- the right to object

As the data subject, you also have the right to complain to the Data Protection Authority concerning any alleged inadmissible data processing or our failure to fulfil our obligations arising from GDPR.

Right to revocation under Article 7 GDPR:
Regardless of your „personal category“, we will be asking you for various consent declarations. The latter will be queried during online registration. Every data subject is entitled to revoke the consent declaration or declarations made at any time in writing, by email addressed to gertrude.kappel@tuwien.ac.at. Revocation of the consent declaration does not affect the prior legality of any processing done from consent to revocation.

Additional information:
Authors are explicitly made aware of the open access publication of their work in a Springer Journal and its unlimited archiving.
Easychair:
Subsequently, the data protection regulations and terms of usage of Easychair Ltd have to be considered as valid and are hereby explicitly referred to https://easychair.org/privacy.cgi.

OCG:
Österreichische Computer Gesellschaft (OCG)
Austrian Computer Society
Wollzeile 1, 1010 Vienna, Austria
Telephone: +43 1 5120235 – 0
Email: ocg@ocg.at

Registration and ticket transmission for the conference will be handled via the OCG Webshop. Subsequently, the data protection regulations and terms of usage of the OCG Webshop (https://www.ocg.at/en/node/5563) are hereby explicitly referred to.

When registering for the conference via the OCG does not store any accounting details but only the method of payment, e.g. credit card, paypal, eps.

Eventbrite, ZOOM und Youtube:
The registration of non-authors will be carried out via the Eventbrite platform. The individual events of the online conference will be held via the platform ZOOM and YouTube. When using these services, please refer to the respective use of your personal data for the respective privacy policy of the service you have selected.

Eventbrite, Cummins Station, 209 10th Avenue South, Nashville, TN 37203, United States

Zoom Video Communications, Inc., 55 Almaden Blvd, Suite 600, San Jose, CA 95113, USA
https://zoom.us/de-de/privacy.html

YouTube LLC, 901 Cherry Ave., San Bruno CA 94066 USA,
https://www.youtube.com/t/impressum